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AGENDA

1  APOLOGIES 

To note any apologies

Cllr Jeremy 
Hilton

2  MINUTES (Pages 1 - 8)

To agree the minutes of the meeting held 13th January 2023

Cllr Jeremy 
Hilton

3  CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

To receive any pecuniary or personal interests from members

Cllr Jeremy 
Hilton

DECISION ITEMS

4  HMICFRS RE-VISIT AUTUMN 2022 FEEDBACK (Pages 9 - 14)

To receive a report on the feedback from the HMICFRS re-visit in Autumn 
2022

Mark Preece

5  SAFE AND WELL VISITS PROGRESS (Pages 15 - 16)

To receive an update on the progress with Safe and Well visits

Clive Webber

6  NEWENT AND WINCHCOMBE FIRE STATION SHARED USE 
PROGRESS UPDATE (Pages 17 - 18)

To receive a verbal update on the shared use of Newent and Winchcombe 
Fire Stations. A summary of key points has been attached.

Mike Hammond

7  GFRS NET ZERO CARBON PROGRESS UPDATE (Pages 19 - 22)

To receive an update on GFRS Net Zero Carbon progress and future 

John Townsend



    

plans

INFORMATION ITEMS

8  GFRS PERFORMANCE DATA AND UPDATES (Pages 23 - 36)

To receive GFRS performance data and updates

Mark Preece

9  IMPROVEMENT BOARD PROGRESS UPDATE 

To receive a verbal update on the Improvement Board’s progress

Mark Preece

WORK PLANNING

10  WORK PLAN (Pages 37 - 38)

To consider the Committee work plan and suggest items for consideration 
at future meetings.

Cllr Jeremy 
Hilton

11  FUTURE MEETINGS 

To note the dates of meetings for 2023 (all meetings to start at 10am):
26 March 2023
14 July 2023
15 September 2023
17 November 2023

Cllr Jeremy 
Hilton

Membership –  Cllr Bernard Fisher, Cllr Jeremy Hilton (Chair), Cllr Mark Mackenzie-Charrington, 
Cllr Vernon Smith, Cllr Wendy Thomas, Cllr Brian Tipper and Cllr Pam Tracey MBE 

(a) DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST – Members requiring advice or clarification about 
whether to make a declaration of interest are invited to contact the Director of Policy, 
Performance and Governance, Rob Ayliffe 01452 328198 /fax: 425149/ e-mail: 
rob.ayliffe@gloucestershire.gov.uk) prior to the start of the meeting.

(b) INSPECTION OF PAPERS AND GENERAL QUERIES - If you wish to inspect minutes or 
reports relating to any item on this agenda or have any other general queries about the 
meeting, please contact: Laura Powick, Democratic Services Adviser 
:01452 324205/fax: 425850/e-mail: laura.powick@gloucestershire.gov.uk

(c) GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Please note that photography, filming and audio recording of Council meetings is 
permitted subject to the Local Government Access to Information provisions.  Please 
contact Democratic Services (tel 01452 425230) to make the necessary arrangements 
ahead of the meeting.  If you are a member of the public and do not wish to be 
photographed or filmed please inform the Democratic Services Officer on duty at the 
meeting.

mailto:rob.ayliffe@gloucestershire.gov.uk
mailto:laura.powick@gloucestershire.gov.uk


    

EVACUATION PROCEDURE - in the event of the fire alarms sounding during the meeting please leave as 
directed in a calm and orderly manner and go to the assembly point which is outside the main entrance to 
Shire Hall in Westgate Street.  Please remain there and await further instructions.
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FIRE AND RESCUE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
MINUTES of the meeting of the Fire and Rescue Scrutiny Committee held on Friday 
13 January 2023 commencing at 10.00 am at the Cabinet Suite - Shire Hall, 
Gloucester.

PRESENT

Cllr Bernard Fisher
Cllr Jeremy Hilton (Chair)
Cllr Mark Mackenzie-
Charrington

Cllr Vernon Smith
Cllr Wendy Thomas
Cllr Brian Tipper

Substitutes:

Apologies: Cllr Pam Tracey MBE

74. APOLOGIES 

Apologies were received from Cllr Pam Tracey.

75. MINUTES 

The minutes of the meeting held on 11th November 2022 were approved with the 
addition of Cllr Dave Norman’s apologies.

76. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

There were no declarations of interest.

77. UPDATE FROM THE CHAIR OF THE GFRS IMPROVEMENT BOARD 

77.1 Steve Mawson, Chair of the GFRS Improvement Board, presented a report on 
the Board’s progress. There had been a recent Board meeting to discuss possible 
slippage of certain dates and targets. In the discussion it was agreed that certain 
targets such as improvements in culture would take longer than anticipated and it 
would be better to take a slower approach and fulfil the changes the Improvement 
Board had been created to achieve rather than rushing to meet targets with only a 
superficial change in culture.

77.2 It was also reported that a critical aspect of the work was its assurance 
framework which would ensure that the changes that Improvement Board 
implemented were translating into the targeted improvements. Part of this would 
come from two groups that reported to the board, the Equality, Diversity and 
Inclusion Group, as well as the Service Improvement Group. Representatives from 
both these groups had been invited to attend Improvement Board meetings. 
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77.3 A recent difficult issue had been the establishment of a zero tolerance policy. 
The Zero Tolerance Policy that had been proposed had not been accepted by 
workers within the Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service. For the time being, the 
zero tolerance policy had been removed with a temporary statement in place until a 
policy could be agreed upon by all members of the service. A member asked 
officers if they could clarify what the issue had been. The officers reported that the 
reaction to the Zero Tolerance Policy had been unexpected but their understanding 
was that the concern arose from the fact that the Zero Tolerance Policy had been 
drafted too quickly without enough consultation from the team. The solution was not 
to remove the statement altogether but it would be brought back with more detail 
and a slower rollout. It was added that the Workplace Charter would eventually 
supersede the Zero Tolerance Policy. 

77.4 It was also explained that as part of the survey that asked for feedback about 
how improvements were going, there was feedback on the service outside of the 
remit of the Improvement Board’s Causes for Concern. Those concerns raised 
could then be flagged with the Chief Fire Officer for long-term improvement. The 
Improvement Board were also reported to have explored how best to communicate 
changes and investments with members of Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue. 

77.5 Steve Mawson also updated members with the development of the 
programme team. Three positions had been filled with one position that had an 
interview scheduled shortly and another position planned to start at the end of 
March. 

77.6 In response to concern raised over whether focus was being drawn away from 
day-to-day fire training to concentrate on cultural training it was explained that 
£178,000 had been invested in command and competency training for recently 
appointed officers. There was a sizeable portion of funding going into additional 
training for on-call staff including an extra hour a week of training. 
77.7 A member asked officers if they could clarify what the issue was around the 
zero tolerance policy. The officers reported that the reaction to the Zero Tolerance 
Policy had been unexpected but their understanding was that the concern arose 
from the fact that the Zero Tolerance Policy had been drafted too quickly without 
enough consultation from the team. The solution was not to remove the statement 
altogether but it would be brought back with more detail and a slower rollout. It was 
added that the Workplace Charter would eventually supersede the Zero Tolerance 
Policy.
 
77.8 Concern was raised by members over the progress and timeline of the 
Improvement Board as many projects were listed as behind target. There was 
concern over how much there was to do this coming year. Officers explained that 
one of the obstacles to progress had been due to a lack of capacity. They had 
recently made good progress hiring for the programme team and this was expected 
to improve the rate at which progress could be made. 

77.9 Following a question about inspectors, officers explained that inspectors 
recognised why particular target dates had been slipping. A report on a follow up 
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inspection from HMI was planned for the coming week as well as a full report 
planned over the summer. Officers also explained that the initial plan had been 
made twelve months ago, that the reality had proven progress would take longer 
than expected, and that they did not want aspects like cultural change to be rushed.

77.10 It was asked whether officers could promise no further target timeline 
slippage once the programme team had been fully assembled. Officers explained 
that they could never promise that but would always evaluate why slippage was 
occurring as and when it occurred. 

77.11 Members highlighted concerns raised in the report by members of the 
Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue team over quality and quantity of staff kit. Officers 
explained that there was an issue particularly with having enough uniforms of the 
right sizes as staff come and go. Uniform was managed in house and cleaning was 
performed by a specialist laundry firm. The arrangement with the laundry firm was 
already under review. In the last year £3.6 million had been invested into new 
appliances so significant investment was being made into equipment but it would 
take time for all this investment to be seen on the ground. It was also highlighted 
that whilst equipment and uniforms were a concern for the service, it was not one of 
the areas of concern as highlighted by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary 
and Fire & Rescue Service in their report which the Improvement Board was meant 
to focus on. 

ACTION – A report to be prepared for the 26th May meeting covering Staff 
uniforms and equipment – DSU to liaise with Mark Preece

78. GFRS'S SERVICE PLAN WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF THE DRAFT BUDGET 
2023/24 

78.1  It was explained by Steve Mawson, Deputy Chief Executive, that it was not in 
the remit of this committee to suggest adjustments to the budget, but it could be 
reviewed with regards to the service implications of the budget.

78.2 Cabinet Member Cllr Dave Norman summarised the updates in the service 
plan. The administration was increasing the revenue budget by over £3million. This 
would support the community safety directorate. This additional funding had been 
allocated for additional staffing to ensure continued progress against the 
Community Risk Management plan and the HMI improvement plan. £400,000 was 
proposed for essential training, £175,000 for courses and £225,000 for an 
additional training hour per week for on-call staff. £25,000 had been allocated to 
annual fitness tests. £174,000 had been provided to help ease the pressure of cost-
of-living related increases in contract costs. £416,000 had been allocated to 
improvements to Stroud Community Station, providing treadmills, fleet charging 
systems, and new equipment. £3.7 million had been allocated for PPE and light 
vehicles. There were no savings or requirements for efficiency savings.

78.3 Mark Preece, Chief Fire Officer, added that the budgetary allocations were 
focusing on the objectives outlined on p47 as well as to respond to the HMI Causes 
for Concern. £1.28 million had been budgeted in for pay inflation but the final pay 
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offer was yet to be finalised. A 5% pay rise offer had been made nationally but that 
had been rejected.

78.4 A member asked where the details on road safety spending were. It was 
explained that £1.8 million had been allocated to road safety but specific spends 
within road safety had not been itemised in the budget. There was also discussion 
over how aspects of road safety fell under the responsibility of Highways and 
Maintenance, Police and Crime, and Fire and Rescue. The Cabinet Member 
explained there was ongoing discussion with the Police and Crime Commissioner 
as to whether income from speed cameras should go to the Fire and Rescue 
Service for the development of educational programmes. Cllr Dave Norman said he 
was happy to bring up concerns to do with road safety from members in his next 
Collaboration Board Meeting.

78.5 In response to questions over the £80,000 budgeted for treadmills, it was 
explained that these were necessary specifically for yearly fitness and medical 
assessments and that calibrated treadmills were not available at all Gloucestershire 
Fire and Rescue Service locations. The plan meant that staff would no longer have 
to travel for their yearly tests. The treadmills were planned to be bought in phases 
with an initial phase where the department purchased some treadmills. Up-take 
would then be evaluated with further rollout dependent on sufficient use. It was also 
explained that the most cost effective option of renting or buying would be 
evaluated.

78.6 There was also a question raised over what was being charged by the 
investment in charging points. It was explained that certain vehicles in the GFRS 
fleet were becoming electric and that certain equipment was now electric. The 
officer explained that charging electrically powered tools or equipment wold drain 
the appliance battery if the vehicles did not receive a trickle charge whilst parked in 
the appliance room.

79. MOTION 901 - ROAD SAFETY IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE 

79.1 Mark Preece, Chief Fire Officer, gave a summary of the report. Road deaths 
were reported at 25 per year, serious injuries at 300 per year, and all injuries at 800 
per year. 4000 children had been through a Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue 
Service education programme in the past year and 100% of teachers surveyed felt 
the programme would change the children’s behaviour. Younger drivers and older 
drivers were being specifically targeted through tailored educational programmes to 
help them understand the risks of driving and to encourage sensible behaviours on 
the road. Outside of education, improvements were also being made to fire station 
response to road traffic accidents. All crews were equipped with rescue equipment 
and at Cheltenham Community Fire and Rescue Stations they were equipped with 
heavy and large rescue capabilities.

79.2 In response to a question on whether there was more that could be done to 
combat road accidents, it was explained that Skillzone was a significant asset that 
most other Fire and Rescue Services did not have access to. GFRS were also 
innovating with new approaches that used virtual reality as part of the education 
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programme and there was already a plan for further rollout. Members were invited 
to visit Skillzone so they could see how training and education was being 
implemented.

79.3 Members asked what was being done to address the middle group between 
young and old drivers. Officers explained that that audience was particularly difficult 
to target and that usually they were targeted at the point of having been caught 
speeding. In those cases, people were enrolled on speed awareness courses. Most 
deaths had been occurring in younger drivers so fixing those behaviours at that 
stage was the best route of investment for minimising accidents. 

79.4 It was also explained that young drivers were targeted through schools, local 
businesses, Gloucester University, colleges and army barracks. The national focus 
on drink driving was also highlighted. 

79.5 Equestrian, cycling, scooters and reducing speed were noted as having been 
missed from the report. It was also suggested that young drivers could be targeted 
through insurance companies. There was also discussion over e-scooters and 
officers explained that there was currently no real training for them. E-scooters were 
being continuously evaluated by the Road Safety Co-ordinator and was on the 
agenda for 2023/24.

ACTION – The discussion of this report would be reflected as part of the 
regular update to full council - DSU

80. GFRS PERFORMANCE DATA AND UPDATES 

80.1 A summary of this report was presented by Ian Tonner, Area Manager 
Prevention and Protection for Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service. It was 
explained that 6000 Safe and Well visits had been carried out in the previous year. 
Each visit was taking longer (90 minutes rather than much shorter visits 
historically). The officer explained that those longer sessions had decrease the 
reported output but would drive better outcomes for fire safety.
 
80.2 The operational crews had also been occupied with a series of wild fires and 
this had drawn capacity away from Safe and Well visits. Two new members of staff 
had also joined the core prevention team and this would help deliver more Safe and 
Well visits. 

80.3 A risk based inspection programme for commercial properties had been 
developed this last year. This inspection was supported by an algorithm that used 
location fire safety score to determine regularity of return visits. In 2019 there was a 
cause for concern for Protection but the HMI has said that they had improved so 
this cause for concern had been resolved. There had been a drop-off in Q2 
inspection performance as a series of new staff had been recruited. It was 
explained that this would only be temporary.

80.4 In terms of Prevention, the GFRS were promoting Online Home Fire Safety 
checks. The service had also invested in one hundred slow cookers which would be 
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given to families that had been identified as needing the most support. These had 
been deemed as very safe cooking equipment that ran with a lower electricity cost 
than typical ovens. A Cost-of-Living leaflet had been developed and just under 
5000 were ready to be distributed to the public. The service were also evaluating 
their supply of carbon monoxide detectors and target those where most necessary.

80.5 Members asked if the Cost-of-Living leaflet could be circulated amongst the 
committee

ACTION – DSU to circulate leaflet PDF and hard copies

81. FIRE AND POLICE COLLABORATION WRITTEN BRIEF 

81.1 This brief was taken for note rather than discussion

82. WORK PLAN 2023 

It was suggested that the following adjustments be made to the action plan:
Items added to future meetings:

 Kit and Equipment report (Quality, spares, contracts) (Mark Preece) (26th May)
 Update on Community Risk Management Programme (26th May)
 Skillzone development and funding report (15th September)
 GFRS Improvement Board Progress Report (15th September)
 Complete GFRS Improvement Board Progress Report (January 2023)

83. FUTURE MEETINGS 

The Committee noted the dates of future meetings.

CHAIRPERSON

Meeting concluded at 12:00
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Fire and Rescue Scrutiny Committee actions – 13 January 2023

Topic Action Responsibility Progress

1 Update from the Chair 
of the GFRS 
Improvement Board 

To have a report prepared for the 26th May 2023 
meeting covering staff uniforms and equipment 

Will Wheatley 
and Mark 
Preece

This report has been 
scheduled in for the meeting

263. Motion 901 – Road 
Safety in 
Gloucestershire

To ensure the discussion of this report is reflected 
as part of an update to full council

Will Wheatley The discussion of this item 
has been included in the 
Scrutiny update to full council

349. GFRS Performance 
Data and Updates

To circulate the presented NFCC Cost of Living 
Leaflet amoungst Members

Will Wheatley A pdf copy was circulated in 
an email on 13th January 
2023. Hard copies are 
available in the DSU office

750. Work Plan 2023 To include the following items to future meetings:
- Uniform and Equipment report (26th May 

2023)
- Update on Community Risk Management 

Programme (26th May)
- Skillzone development and funding report 

(15th September)
- GFRS Improvement Board Progress 

Report (15th September)
- Complete GFRS Improvement Board 

Progress Report (January 2023) 

Will Wheatley These items have been 
added to the work plan
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Fire and Rescue Scrutiny Committee

Report Title: Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabularies and Fire and 
Rescue Services (HMICFRS) – Revisit Update

Meeting Date: 10th March 2023

Chair: Cllr Jeremy Hilton

Presenting Officer: Chief Fire Officer Mark Preece 

Purpose of Report: To update members on the findings of the most recent 
HMICFRS Revisit of Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue 
Service.  

Planned Dates N/A

Background 
documents: Report of Inspection of GFRS  

https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/wp-
content/uploads/gloucestershire-fire-and-rescue-service-
report-2021-22.pdf 

GFRS revisit letter
Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service revisit 
(justiceinspectorates.gov.uk)

Appendices N/A

Recommendations To note the content of the report.
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Background

1. Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service (GFRS) was inspected by officers from His 
Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire & Rescue Services (HMICFRS) 
during September and October 2021.

2. HMICFRS announced their intention to begin to re-inspect all 44 fire and rescue 
services in England in three tranches.  GFRS was inspected as part of the second 
tranche of fifteen fire and rescue services with final reports published on 27th July 2022.

3. The inspection focused on three main questions:

a. How effective is the fire and rescue service at keeping people safe and secure from 
the risk of fire and other risks?

b. How efficient is the fire and rescue service at keeping people safe and secure from 
the risk of fire and other risks?

c. How well does the fire and rescue service look after its people?

4. The inspection involved reviewing the Service’s policies and procedures, the 
submission of a Position Statement and Self-Assessment completed by the Chief Fire 
Officer, and a six-week field-work phase, during which the inspectors interviewed 
employees from 4 whole-time stations and 6 on-call stations, held several focus 
groups with members of staff across the whole organisation and conducted interviews 
with middle and senior managers.

5. On the 7th January 2022, GFRS received prior notice that the Inspectorate would issue 
two Causes of Concern:

Cause of Concern 1:
“The Service hasn’t done enough since the last inspection to embed its 
values and associated behaviours, and promote a positive workplace 
culture.”

Cause of Concern 2:
“The Service hasn’t done enough since the last inspection to improve 
understanding of the importance of equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI) 
and remove barriers to establishing EDI in the service.”

6. In response to this notification, GFRS took a collaborative approach, working with 
Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) corporate leadership team, leaders from 
across the wider organisation, focus groups and representative bodies to develop a 
detailed Improvement Plan to address the issues raised in the two Causes of Concern. 
This Improvement Plan was sent to the HMICFRS on 24th February 2022 and was 
signed off by the HMICFRS on 11th March 2022.

7. GCC recognised that to deliver transformational change of this scale additional funding 
and resourcing was paramount.  With more than £2m of investment in GFRS over the 
past two years, GCC committed a further £2m of funding. This money is being used 
to increase capacity and capability culminating in 28 new posts that will be 
permanently added to the establishment, assuming that the MTFS 23/24 process 
supports the bid for the one-off funding to become permanent. Clearly, funding alone 
will not deliver the changes we aspire to achieve. However, it will assist in creating the 
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environment for improvement and demonstrates Gloucestershire County Council’s 
unwavering commitment and drive to ensure that the Service improves.

8. On the 25th May 2022, HMICFRS informed GFRS that it would be placed into an 
enhanced monitoring process, which provides additional scrutiny and support through 
the Fire Performance Oversight Group (FPOG).  

9. On the 27th July 2022, the HMICFRS published the final report for GFRS.

10.Using graded judgements against the areas explored in the inspections, the HMICFRS 
identified four overall judgement categories:

 Outstanding – where the service exceeds what is expected for good;
 Good – the expected graded judgement for all fire & rescue services
 Requires Improvement – where there are shortcomings, and
 Inadequate – where there are serious critical failings of policy, practice or 

performance.

11.The overall summary for Gloucestershire FRS states:

“The service has invested time and effort to address problems identified during our 
previous inspection but work hasn’t been focussed or co-ordinated, and staff 
haven’t been effectively involved.  Some improvements have been made but 
overall the service has deteriorated since 2019.”

12.The individual grading’s against each of the three areas examined were:

a. Effectiveness – Requires Improvement

“We saw improvements in some areas since our 2019 inspection, but other 
areas have deteriorated.  Overall the service hasn’t made enough progress.  
The service should make clearer links between, and explain better, how its risk 
assessments informs its risk management plans and objectives.  It still hasn’t 
developed a process to make sure that its home fire safety checks can be easily 
prioritised to those at the highest risk.  It is also still not evaluating all of its 
prevention activity, so it can’t see how well its actions work, and which are the 
most effective.  Fire Safety audits are completed to a consistent standard.  But 
the feedback that the Service gives to building owners needs improving.  It also 
needs to do more to assess the quality of its protection work.”
 

b. Efficiency – Requires Improvement

“There has been limited progress since the last inspection.  The service’s 
budget, and staffing plans aren’t clearly aligned to its IRMP, nor do they support 
its objectives.  Its performance management arrangements need improvement.  
They should also show a clear link between the use of resources and achieving 
the services objectives.” 

c. People – Inadequate
“Overall it is disappointing to see that the service has deteriorated in the way it 
looks after its people.  Much more work is needed, quickly and with clear vision 
and leadership.  There has been limited progress in improving the services 
culture.  We found worrying pockets of unacceptable behaviour among staff 
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and management.  These are having a negative effect on the wider culture of 
the service.  

A significant number of staff feel some leaders don’t model and maintain the 
service’s values.  There is a lack of senior leader visibility.  Staff told us that 
communication between them is seen as one-way and ineffective.  

Progress to address bullying and harassment has been slow.  We found that 
staff have little belief in grievance and bullying, harassment and discrimination 
procedures.  Staff and management have limited confidence to challenge 
inappropriate behaviour.

Efforts to improve equality, diversity and inclusion lack a clear vision, and are 
not effectively co-ordinated.  Equality impact assessments and actions don’t 
have effective governance or oversight.

Some promotion procedures have been updated, but the service needs to do 
more work to make sure that the procedures are fully inclusive, that they 
support the increasing workplace diversity and that they are seen fair by staff.

High workloads are effecting staff wellbeing.  We found that there was no plan 
to address this.

There has been some progress on workforce planning.  But the service needs 
to do more to develop a comprehensive plan that is linked to its IRMP.

Positively, the Service has made some improvements to its approach to staff 
appraisals.   It has appointed an equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI) manager, 
which is an encouraging step towards EDI in the service.  The number of 
temporarily promoted staff has also decreased.”  

13. In response to the areas identified for improvement, GFRS have taken a collaborative 
approach, working with GCC corporate leadership team, leaders from across the wider 
organisation, focus groups and representative bodies to develop a detailed 
Improvement Plan to address the issues raised.

14.Progress against the delivery of milestones contained within the Improvement Plan 
are monitored independently by the re-established Community Safety Improvement 
Board. This Board is chaired by the Deputy Chief Executive, includes the Cabinet Lead 
for Fire Community Safety & Libraries, members from GCC Corporate Leadership 
Team, HMICFRS, National Fire Chiefs Council (NFCC) and the Local Government 
Association. Further governance and oversight are also delivered by the Fire Scrutiny 
Committee.

Revisit – November 2022

15.  Between 14 and 21 November 2022, the HMICFRS revisited GFRS to review progress 
on the action plan for the two Causes of Concern.  They interviewed staff who were 
involved in developing the action plan, the Chief Fire Officer, as well as managers, partner 
organisations and staff with responsibility for the improvement programme.  They also 
interviewed staff based at stations and headquarters. 
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16.The revisit team were pleased to see the service had started to make progress on both 
causes of concern. They recognised the service has invested time and resources to 
develop its improvement programme and establish robust monitoring and governance 
arrangements. It has sought resources and support from GCC, the sector and partner 
organisations, ensuring it has firm foundations for the changes it wants to make. It is now 
in a position to increase the pace of progress. Initial communications about the HMICFRS 
inspection findings and recommendations, and the service’s improvement programme, 
mean most staff are well informed. However, the service should respond quickly to the 
recommendations made by the Local Government Associations Communications Audit to 
make sure it doesn’t lose its initial momentum and builds on the fragile progress it has 
made to date. There are signs that workplace culture is slowly starting to improve and 
there is a growing understanding of the importance of Equality Diversity and Inclusion. 
The HMICFRS were satisfied with the service’s current progress. Although changes to 
date have been small, they believe that the service is now in a position to push ahead and 
they look forward to seeing this work continue over the coming months. 

17.The HMICFRS will continue to monitor progress against the two causes of concern 
through updates from the service, FPOG and Checkpoint meetings. They will further 
assess progress against the recommendations when they next inspect the service in 
2023. 

18.  A full copy of the revisit letter can be accessed via Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue 
Service revisit (justiceinspectorates.gov.uk) 
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Fire Scrutiny Committee Safe and Well Performance 

Introduction

Following increased performance monitoring and further information sessions with operational 

crews, the performance both in output and quality around Safe and Well visits began to 

improve toward the end of Q3.  Regrettably, the rate of Safe and Well visits by wholetime 

crews remains significantly below target despite considerable efforts to resolve this.  

Consequently, a renewed focus on training and accountability is underway to raise the 

standard and quantity of Safe and Well visits across identified high risk areas. 

Performance at the end of January 2023

The number of requests for a Safe and Well visit continued to increase with 399 requests for 

a Safe and Well visit in January, this included several medium to high risk referrals arising 

from the use of the online home fire safety self-assessment (Safelincs) reported previously. 

This inward referral rate resulted in an increase in jobs outstanding for more than 28 days to 

273.  However, there was a large increase in visits being completed and closed, up from 199 

in December to 316. Furthermore, the number of visits waiting more than 90 days remains low 

(<2%) which shows that very few people remain on the waiting list for more than three months. 

A review of the outstanding cases showed that many were people who had not been available 

when contacted, had been out visiting family or were in hospital. The crews are required to 

make three attempts to arrange a Safe and Well after which we write to the resident. The 

percentage of visits to vulnerable residents was 97%, well above the KPI of 75%.

HFSC (safelincs.co.uk)

Improvement Plans

Prevention management staff have begun attending the Response Performance Management 

meetings to highlight key areas for improvement. The Station Manager has arranged to speak 

at operational management events to explain the rationale for Safe and Well visits and to 

provide continuing professional development about quality and standards for the work.  

The Service has continued to quality assure Safe and Well visit reports and is using the 

information from this to identify and share examples of good practice across the Service and 

to focus on next steps for improvement.  This information is then being reported to the 

Response Management meeting.  

There has been some slow improvement in the number of Safe and Well visits being carried 

out and completed in a timely manner. The completion of the time and motion study for 
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wholetime crews will enable the Service to identify latent capacity that could be used to 

increase prevention activity. 

Two additional Community Safety Advisors, who carry out more complex Safe and Well visits 

full-time, have been recruited and have begun intensive training for the role. The new staff will 

enable the Service to focus fire-risk reduction for people at highest risk of fire injury. This is 

necessary because over 80% of our Safe and Well visits are for people with one or more high 

risk factors and identified as vulnerable to fire and as a result we have made onward referrals 

for additional support for between 25% and 57% of our visits. 

Improving Standards

We have begun the introduction of the National Fire Chiefs Council (NFCC) Person-centred 

Framework which will drive up standardisation of approach for Safe and Well with the focus 

now on addressing the personal behavioural and environmental risk factors for people, rather 

than the general safety of their home. 

The Service has introduced the Online Home Fire Safety Self-Assessment, which is increasing 

the number of requests for a visit from people that were not known to other agencies.  This is 

a significant improvement in our offer to local residents. People who are at low risk from fire, 

can access targeted, specific advice online but if their answers highlight medium to high risk, 

they are asked to consent to a referral to GFRS. This is enabling us to increase the rate of 

Safe and Well for our population and reach people who might never have come to the attention 

of statutory services. 

Improved Identification of Risk

Information from national data reports and from analysis of incidents in Gloucestershire, has 

been shared with partner agencies to broaden the organisations that can identify people at 

risk of fire-related injury and to encourage their workforce to use the home fire safety self-

assessment or our online referral form to seek support for local residents. 

Cost of Living Support

In addition to increasing awareness of the benefits of a Safe and Well visit, we have been 

issuing slow cookers to vulnerable families as cooking materials remain a leading cause of 

accidental dwelling fire. This month we will be providing electric blankets to people living in 

cold homes or in fuel poverty, through social prescribers, charities and district councils. This 

will reduce the risk of vulnerable residents becoming ill from cold and enable us to remove 

damaged electric blankets that could pose a fire risk.
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Newent & Winchcombe Collaboration Project highlights:

 Update on the current situation of the two collaboration stations projects – Following a 
number of months the project has now refocussed and making progress. A number of 
operation points have now been recognised and addressed from both parties.

 Newent, is a more complex site of the two, as it has two entrances and more physical 
alterations. Although minor, need to be undertaken before police shared occupation 
commences.

 Winchcombe, there are a number of alterations that need to take place at this station, but 
far less than Newent.

 The Collaboration Panel have been informed from LRM’s (Station Managers) that both 
stations personnel are aware of the pending changes, Winchcombe crew really enthusiastic 
about Police joining them.

 The access of Police into Fire stations across the county are being worked on between 
(GFRS) and (Police).

 Nick Evans dep OPCC was pleased to hear the projects had progressed since last panel 
meeting.

 The project Head of Terms are being drawn up by AMPS.
 The Police Estates team comfortable with progress.
 Set a target date to complete project by 1 April 2023.
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GFRS Carbon Reduction Plan Update Feb 2023

(Authors - John Townsend Corporate Fleet Unit Manager, Mike Hammond Logistics & Resource 
Manager GFRS)

Euro 6 vehicles within GFRS has increased by 3 vehicles since May 2022 with 4th due in February. Euro 
6 engines are cleaner than the previous vehicles they will replace. This will increase during 2023-24 
with more vehicles being replaced with newer / greener vehicles.

Euro 6

The sixth and current incarnation of the Euro emissions standard was introduced on most new 
registrations in September 2015. For diesels

A focus on diesel NOx was the direct result of studies connecting these emissions with respiratory 
problems.

To meet the new targets, some manufactures have introduced Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR), in 
which a liquid-reductant agent (AdBlue) is injected through a catalyst into the exhaust of a diesel vehicle. 
A chemical reaction converts the nitrogen oxide into harmless water and nitrogen, which are expelled 
through the exhaust pipe.

The alternative method of meeting Euro 6 standards is Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR). A portion of the 
exhaust gas is mixed with intake air to lower the burning temperature. The vehicle’s ECU controls the 
EGR in accordance with the engine load or speed.

New Pumping Appliances

Ten new Pumping Appliances out for tender in the 1st Quarter of 2023, these vehicles will replace more 
polluting Euro 3 & 4 engine vehicles. The Tender is due to conclude at the end of April. Vehicles will 
be received in Q3 2024

Solar

The 12-month Solar Panel trial on a Pumping Appliance has produced the below results on cost 
benefits and C02 reduction.

 2022 Fuel Savings for BX17CYS – 118 Litres / £200 / 350Kg CO2
 £3,000 fuel saving over 15 years.
 >5000Kg C02 reduction over 15 years
 Additional operational monetary savings from better battery health, less battery swaps, less 

call outs etc.

Off the back of this Solar trail all new vehicles over 3.5t will be fitted with Solar panels including the 
ten new pumping Appliances as per trial, this will include in the coming year.
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 10x new Pumping Appliances
 1x 5t Workshop Vehicle
 1x 3.5t BA Support Vehicle (arranged to be fitted in March)
 1x 3.5t Community Safety Vehicle (arranged to be fitted in March)

New EV Vans

Following Cabinet approval in September 2022, 26x New EV Combi Vehicles are due to go to tender 
in next financial year 2023-24. These will replace older petrol and diesel engine vehicles. The vehicles 
will be standardised for multi-use functionally rather than having several type vehicles with smaller 
tasks. These vehicles will need to rely on a new EV ChargePoint Infrastructure program at all stations.

EV ChargePoints

EV ChargePoint Locations for all stations identified, and surveys undertaken by Connected Kerb 
(approved Contractor for EV ChargePoint’s)

Property Estates carrying out required checks on stations for ownerships/permissions etc prior to any 
fitment.

Load testing by property for all sites to confirm EV ChargePoint loads thresholds.

Aim is to install 22kwh ChargePoint with load balancing as required.

The aim is to install in phases through 2023/2024, starting at Newent, Dursley and Stroud

HVO Fuel

HVO Fuel is best suited to Euro 6 engines as most Euro 5 or lower will not work effectively. This will 
be explored once there is a better ratio of Euro 6 vehicles at stations, to consider swapping fuel type.

Offsetting

Offsetting with fuel providers is still to be explored.

Hydrogen

Hydrogen Power is still to be explored; initial results suggest infrastructure issues for provision fuel 
with the nearest fuel station in Abergavenny.

EV Pumping Appliance

New Electric Powered Pumping Appliances have been released into the market, with London Fire 
Brigade taking delivery of one. However, for GFRS it is still too costly for the vehicle and infrastructure, 
waiting on results from London Fire Brigade on its Electric Pumping Appliance

Building Infrastructure Upgrades

Upgrades to premises regarding adding Solar panels and other efficiency measures etc is not 
underway yet, as the scoping of this as a project is still to be undertaken involving AMPS.
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Equipment

A project will be scoped in 2023 from with the Fleet and Logistics team to review all items that are 
used, from fleet appliance equipment through to PPE etc, and how often this equipment is used before 
its replaced. To ensure use is maximised correctly before being replaced, how it is cared for through 
the life, and how its disposed.
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Scrutiny Meeting                   

Performance Report Quarter 3 2022/23  

Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service (GFRS) 

 

Achievements / 
Successes 

Areas of Focus 

Safe and Well visits to 
those in High-Risk Groups 

Fire Service Inspection 
Plan  

Number of Accidental 
Dwelling Fires 

Firefighter Premises 
Familiarisation Visits  

    

   
 

86.2% 64% 70 82% 

We continue to complete a high 
proportion of Safe and Well visits to 
the most vulnerable in our county. 
This is an improvement for the 
fourth quarter, with performance 
levels better than the same time 
last year (79%). 

Annually, a Risk Based Inspection 
Programme (RBIP) is undertaken 
which incorporates the premises 
of highest risk should a fire 
incident occur. This is identified 
through risk profile work. Delivery 
of the inspection programme is 
behind the scheduled target 
(75%). 

There has been a slight decrease in 
accidental dwelling fires this quarter, 
down 4% from Quarter 2 and 1% 
compared with the same period last 
year. Achieving year-on-year 
reduction continues to remain a 
challenge, with performance worse 
than target (55).  
 

Of the premises receiving a 
firefighter familiarisation visit in 
Quarter 3, 82% of inspections 
were reported as being within 
required frequency. Performance 
fluctuates from quarter to quarter 
resulting in improvements being 
insecure. Performance remains 
worse than target.. 
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1. One of six measures within the corporate performance dataset was better target in 

Quarter 3. The change in performance against target this quarter relates to average 
response time to dwelling fires, where performance declined from within tolerance to 
worse than target. 

 
2. We completed a lower rate of Safe and Well visits per 1,000 population than last 

quarter (0.87 per 1,000 population, 559 visits compared to 0.93 per 1,000 population, 
597 visits). Performance remains below target (2.35) and the comparator group 
average (1.30). Data from the time and motion study alongside performance data over 
the last 12-months shows the following issues: 

• Referral demand coming into the service is lower than the target level set for 
Safe and Well visits   

• Of the referrals coming into the service, the completion rate is also too low to 
meet the target.  

• The distribution of work between CSA’s and Firefighters is not in line with 
expected levels. Crews completed around half of the Safe and Well visits in 
Quarter 3 (49%), down from just under three-quarters of visits in Quarter 2 
(72%). The balance of work should be around 40% to CSAs and 60% to 
Firefighters. 

Insights relating to demand, capacity and performance will inform discussion around 
strategy, resourcing, planning and operational management. 

 
In Quarter 3, sickness within the Prevention Team also resulted in an increase in the 
number of Safe and Well visits waiting more than 28 days (175 from 102, up 72% 
compared with Quarter 2). We continue to work on addressing visits that have been 
waiting the longest (more than 3 months) and these decreased slightly compared to 
the previous quarter (14 down from 29).  
 
Quality assurance of Safe and Well records has identified areas where there are 
lengthy delays; these are being raised at performance management meetings. Support 
and training are being provided across the service to ensure that visits are recorded in 
a timely way so that reporting is reflective of the work being done. 
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3. The service continues its positive work to reach the most vulnerable people in our 
community, with 86% of Safe and Well visits undertaken being to people in vulnerable 
groups. This is an improvement for the fourth quarter, with performance levels better 
than the same time last year (78%). Performance remains better than target (75%) and 
our comparator group average (69%, 2021/22).  This is the result of effective campaign 
and information sharing work with the Safeguarding Adults Board and Fire Safety Sub-
Group. This has raised awareness of the people most at risk of fire incidents and 
improved the targeting of requests for Safe and Well visits. 

 
4. Timeliness of responding to all attended accidental dwelling fires (National definition) 

was 9 minutes 55 seconds for Quarter 3. This has followed an increasing trend over 
the last year (7 minutes 3 seconds in Quarter 3 2021/22). Timeliness has worsened 
from a better than target position at the same time last year to worse than target this 
quarter. In Quarter 3, the average response time was higher in December (11 minutes 
6 seconds) compared to October and November (9 minutes 4 seconds and 9 minutes 
2 seconds). There were higher numbers of dwelling fires in December (45, compared 
to 25 in October and 32 in November). In December, poor weather and traffic due to 
road closures also impacted on-call turnout time. 

 
Where it was clear during the initial emergency call that the fire related to a dwelling, 
the average response time improved to 9 minutes 10 seconds which is within tolerance 
of target. 

 
5. There has been a slight decrease in accidental dwelling fires this quarter (70), down 

4% from Quarter 2 (73) and 1% compared with the same period last year (74). 
Achieving a year-on-year reduction in accidental dwelling fires continues to remain a 
challenge, with performance worse than target (55). Data has identified areas of the 
County most at risk of dwelling fires and this will enable the team to target campaigns 
to the areas which need it most. In addition, slow cookers have been issued via social 
prescribers, food banks and charities as part of cost-of-living support, for recipients to 
use instead of ovens and hobs. This will help reduce utility costs and could reduce 
cooking fires in the homes of vulnerable residents, as cookers are one of the main 
causes of ignition in accidental dwelling fires. 

 
6. Annually, a Risk Based Inspection Programme (RBIP) is undertaken which 

incorporates the premises of highest risk should a fire incident occur. This is identified 
through risk profile work. Just under 1,200 premises require inspection during 2022/23. 
Delivery of the programme remains behind the scheduled target, with 768 premises 
inspected since April 2022 (64% against a target of 75%). 

 
7. Of the premises receiving a firefighter familiarisation visit (7.2d) in Quarter 3, 82% of 

inspections were reported as being within required frequency. While this is an 
improvement compared with last quarter, performance has fluctuated from quarter to 
quarter over the last two years. Improvement is, therefore, not as yet secure. 
Performance remains worse than target. 

 
8. Just over two-fifths of Fire Service staff have had an appraisal discussion in 2022/23 

which was recorded on either PDRpro or SAP (43.2% FyTD). This is similar to 
performance for Community Safety overall (44.6%) but is lower than the organisation 
overall (62.6%). 
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9. Rolling Year Turnover has reduced for a second quarter (13.1%) but remains worse 
than the low of 9.1% in March 2021. The Operational Development Team continue to 
look at ways to improve the completion of exit interviews and analysing exit interview 
data to identify any trends. Turnover for Community Safety overall has also reduced for 
a second quarter (12.3% down from a high of 13.6% in Quarter 1). This is better than 
for the organisation overall (13.8%). 

 
10. Sickness absence levels have increased this quarter, rising from 2.58 days lost per fte 

to 3.24. Historically, we do see a seasonal increase in sickness levels during Quarter 3. 

However, sickness absence is worse than the same time last year (2.97) and worse 

than target (2.21). Sickness/absence levels for Community Safety overall are also 3.24 

days lost per fte, which is worse than the organisation overall (2.27).  

 

At 2.51 days per fte, long-term sickness remains worse than target (1.52), Community 
Safety overall (2.37) and GCC (1.19). A high proportion of days lost are due to sickness 
caused by musculoskeletal and back/neck injuries (further detail is provided in the 
absence management report). Sickness due to stress increased from 0.57 to 0.72 days 
per fte but remained better than target (0.77). However, performance is worse than 
Community Safety overall (0.66) and GCC (0.53).  

 
 
11. The risk of failure of the Council or a key partner to effectively deliver their statutory 

services, resulting in community disruption and failure of corporate objectives has 
worsened and is now rated as High 20, up from Moderate 12. The increase in this 
risk relates to the following: 

• After an additional six months allocated for completion of the Business 
Continuity Management programme of work, the required work has not been 
completed by around half of Business Continuity Plan (BCP) owners across the 
council (53% up to date). Furthermore, because of the delays in completing 
BCPs, minimal BCP exercising has been undertaken meaning plans have not 
been validated. 

• Issues have been raised with the council's ability to recover effectively from 
disruption. This is being addressed but raises the risk level in the short term. 

• It has become clear that the council has not thoroughly considered the risk of 
electricity supply disruption. Generator provision across the GCC estate has 
gaps and has no strategic plan. Furthermore, some key premises (e.g. GCC 
locations which accommodate in-house care and respite services) have not 
been added to their energy suppliers' Priority Services Registers. 

• There is an increased likelihood of disruptive incidents taking place, for 
example the threat of rota disconnection of electricity supplies in the UK, 
combined with knock-on impacts from industrial action at partner organisations 
and, potentially within the fire service. 

 
12. The risk relating to insufficient workforce capacity and/or instability adversely 

impacting on pace and sustainability of improvement and contributing to increase to 
firefighter safety or capability to deliver emergency services to the community 
remains rated as Moderate 12. Recruitment and selection processes have taken 
place to fill substantive posts. Operational Staff posts have largely been filled. 
However, we continue to struggle to fill Support Staff posts with the skills required. 
Additional funding will provide the finance needed for additional resource and 
training, but capacity will only improve if we can fill posts. It is still recognised that 
there are ongoing work pressures on staff and we are providing awareness training, 
additional wellbeing advice and are trialling an improved workplace induction.
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Community Safety –
Strategic Risk 

Monitoring Report
Quarter Q3,  2022/23

RISK IMPACT / CONSEQUENCE

LIKELIHOOD
Insignificant 

(1)
Minor (2)

Moderate 

(3)
Major (4) Critical (5)

Almost certain (5) 5 10 15 20 25

Highly likely (4) 4 8 12 16 20

Probable (3) 3 6 9 12 15

Possible (2) 2 4 6 8 10

Rare (1) 1 2 3 4 5
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Summary overview

Ref Risk Owner Strategic Risks Residual risk score Direction of travel

SR 10.4 Mark Preece Insufficient Business Continuity Management High 20

a
 

SR 10.6 Mark Preece Capacity and capability to deliver Fire Service improvement Medium 12 [
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SR 10.4: Insufficient Business Continuity Management

Due to insufficient business continuity management arrangements failure of 

the Council or a key partner to effectively deliver their statutory services, 

resulting in community disruption and failure of corporate objectives.

Current controls:
Council Business Continuity Policy and associated Role & 

Responsibilities guidance

Corporate BCM Assurance Board 

Business continuity included in Managers Governance 

Checklist (work in progress as at August 2021).

Guidance developed and published to help ensure 

awareness of business continuity in Procurement, 

including appropriate business continuity references in the 

draft Contract Procedure Rules (July 2021); guidance also 

published re. business continuity in Project Management. 

Overall, the guidance developed aims to encourage early 

consideration of BCM so as to help "design-in" business 

continuity from the start of key council change and 

procurement activities.

Business continuity programme overseen by a lead officer 

for BCM within the Civil Protection Team, Community 

Safety Directorate

Period comments:

The overall assessment for the business continuity risk this quarter has worsened since the previous quarter – increased impact and increased likelihood. This is because:-

1. Despite the additional time allotted by CLT for completion of the BCM programme of work (an additional six months through to the end of December 2022), the work required has not been completed by many business 

continuity plan (BCP) owners across the council. The end Q3 position is provided below. Furthermore, because of the delays in completing BCPs, minimal BCP exercising has been undertaken meaning plans have not been validated. 

% up-to-date BIAs BCPs

Last quarter: end Q2 2022-2023     71% 55%

This quarter: end Q3 2022-2023     66% 53%

2. Since the Q2 report, issues have been raised with the council's ability to recover effectively from disruption. This is being addressed, but raises the risk level in the short term.

3. Also since the Q2 report, it has become clear that the council has not thoroughly considered the risk of electricity supply disruption. Generator provision across the GCC estate has gaps and has no strategic plan. Furthermore, 

some key premises (e.g. GCC locations which accommodate in-house care and respite services) have not been added to their energy suppliers' Priority Services Registers.

4. There is an increased likelihood of disruptive incidents taking place e.g. the threat of rota disconnection of electricity supplies in the UK given the potential for gas-fired generation capability being insufficient this winter, 

combined with knock-on impacts from industrial action at partner organisations and, potentially, at GFRS (subject to FBU ballot).

Key:

Target 
score

Risk 
score

12

Risk Owner: Mark Preece, Chief Fire 

Officer

Cabinet Member: Cllr Dave Norman

20
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SR 10.6: Capacity and capability to deliver Fire Service improvement

Insufficient workforce capacity and capability adversely impacting the pace and sustainability of 

improvement that will potentially contribute to an increased risk to firefighter safety, failure to 

meet our statutory obligations and/ or capability to deliver emergency services to the community.

Risk Owner: Mark Preece, Chief Fire 

Officer

Cabinet Member: Cllr Dave Norman

Current controls:

Improvement plan

Improvement Board oversight

Additional resources for recruitment and 
retention

Period comments: 
Recruitment and selection processes have taken place to fill substantive posts. Operational Staff posts have largely been filled, 

however we continue to struggle to fill Support Staff posts with the skills required. Additional funding will provide the finance needed 

for additional resource and training, but capacity will only improve if we can fill posts. It is still recognised that there are ongoing 

work pressures on staff and we are providing awareness training, additional wellbeing advice and are trialling an improved workplace 

induction. 

Key:

Target 
score

Risk 
score

12 12
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Fire and Rescue Scrutiny Committee - Work Plan 2023

13 January 2023 10 March 2023  26 May 2023       

Discussion items 

 Update from Chair of the GFRS 
Improvement Board on progress to date 
(Steve Mawson)

 An Overview of GFRS’s Service Plans 
within the Context of the Draft Budget for 
2023/24 (Mark Preece)

 Motion 901 – Road Safety in 
Gloucestershire – recommendations on 
GFRS’s approach to road safety e.g., 
education, as well as its role in responding 
to incidents

Discussion items 

 Feedback on the HMICFRS re-visit 
Autumn 2022. 

 Update on progress with Safe and Well 
Visits (Head of Prevention)

 Shared use of Newent and Winchcombe 
Fire Stations – Progress Update 

 GFRS Net Zero Carbon Progress Update 
(to include total savings on carbon 
emissions for all vehicle types, as well as 
plans for reducing carbon footprint in 
energy use, equipment etc). 

Information items 

 GFRS Performance Data and Updates 
(Meg Toomer)

 Improvement Board Progress Update

Discussion items 
 Update on progress with GFRS/ 

Constabulary/ PCC/ SWAST 
Collaboration – written report

 Kit and Equipment report (Quality, 
spares, contracts) (Mark Preece)

 Update on community risk 
management programme

 Review of Severn Park Joint Training 
Centre (delayed from January) (Rob 
Barnes)

Information items 

 Improvement Board Progress Update
 GFRS Performance Data and Updates 

(Meg Toomer)
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14 July 2023 15 September 2023 17 November 2023

Discussion items 

 Fire Cover Review/High Rise Buildings

Information items 

Discussion items 

 Skillzone development and funding 
report

 GFRS Improvement Board Progress 
Report

 Report/update on Fire Service Budget 
2023/24

Information items 

  GFRS Performance Data and Updates 
(Meg Toomer)

Discussion items 

Information items 

 GFRS Performance Data and Updates 
(Meg Toomer)

Future Items 

1 5 Complete GFRS Improvement Board 
Progress Report

Jan 2023

2
Workshops, visits and member development sessions

3 The future of the Tri-Service Centre Later in 2023 1 Waterwells visit June

4 2 Severn Park Joint Training Centre To be arranged
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